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Adiabatic following model for two-photon transitions:

Nonlinear mixing and pulse propagation

D. Grischkowsky* and M. M. T. Loy
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorkto~n Heights, ¹wYork 10598

P. F. Liao
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Holmdel, ¹wJersey 07733

(Received 14 July 1975)

Two-photon resonantly enhanced parametric generation processes have generally been described using time-

dependent perturbation theory. In this paper we show that a theory of two-photon coherent effects can be
used to derive and explain these nonlinear mixing processes. Our technique makes use of the adiabatic
following (AF) approximation to obtain solutions to a vector model describing the two-photon resonance. We
show that the usual results for the nonlinear susceptibilities correspond to the r vector of Feynman, Vernon,

and Hellwarth adiabatically following the y vector in the small-angle limit. Consequently, the theory allows a
natural extension to large angles, and power-dependent nonlinear susceptibilities are obtained. We then use

these AF results for the polarization to study the propagation of pulses nearly resonant with a two-photon

transition, and we demonstrate that the pulse reshaping is due to the two related effects of a nonlinear pulse

velocity and self-phase modulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The vector model of Feynman, Vernon, and
Hellwarth' has been a powerful tool in understand-
ing many coherent phenomena involving the inter-
action of light with two-level systems. Recently
it has been shown that two-photonprocesses can
also be interpreted in terms of similar vector
models. "Here we show that, by applying the
adiabatic fol. lowing (AF) approximation' ' to a
two-photon vector model, 2 explicit expressions
for the power-dependent nonlinear susceptibil-
ities are obtained. Also, the AF model is used
to derive a nonlinear pulse velocity for pulses
nearly resonant with a two-photon transition and
to calculate the large self-phase modulation simul-

taneouslyy

obtained.
The nonlinear mixing processes were explained

and the nonlinear coefficients derived in the clas-
sic paper by Armstrong et gL. in 1962.' These
derivations were made with time-dependent sec-
ond-order perturbation theory. Recently, two-
photon resonant enhancement of the nonlinear co-
efficients has been shown to increase dramatically
the efficiency of third-harmonic generation and
other parametric generation processes. "" How-
ever, the limitations of perturbation theory as the
two-photon resonance is approached are not well.
understood.

The theory of two-photon coherent effects was
separately developed. The first paper in this area
was written in 1968 by Hartmann, "where he de-
veloped the theory of the Raman echo for a three-
level system. Then in 1969, Helenov and Poluek-
tov' studied theoretical. ly the propagation of a,n

optical pulse resonant with a two-photon transi-
tion. They recast the general. multilevel problem
with a two-level approximation and derived the es-
sential. results. Later in 1971, these results were
reobtained by Takatsuji using density-matrix
techniques and a vector model to describe the
two-photon resonance. The vector model intro-
duced by Takatsuji is an approximation which re-
quires that the frequency difference between the
input light and the intermediate states be relatively
large. Recently, Brewer and Hahn' have intro-
duced a different vector model. which is an exact
solution to the three-level problem when the input
frequencies are resonant with the two-photon tran-
sition frequency. The first experiments on coher-
ent two-photon effects were performed in 1972 by
Shoemaker and Brewer

In this paper we show that a, theory of two-photon
coherent effects can be used to derive and explain
two-photon resonantly enhanced parametric gener-
ation processes. Previously, these nonlinear mix-
ing processes were described using time-depen-
dent perturbation theory, By applying the adiabat-
ic following (AF) solution to the vector model of
Takatsuji, we show that the usual. results for the
two-photon resonantly enhanced nonlinear suscep-
tibilities correspond to the r vector of Feynman,
Vernon, and Hellwarth, ' adiabatically following
the y vector in the small-angl. e limit. This situa-
tion allows us to make the natural extension of the
theory to large angles to cover the high-power
situation as the two-photon resonance is approach-
ed. The resulting AF nonlinear susceptibilities
are power dependent, and the AF susceptibilities
are equal to the power-independent results obtain-
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ed from perturbation theory, e'"'" multiplied by
the simple power factor ( 6/y[. This power factor
has a simple physical interpretation as the ratio
of the frequency offset ~ from the two-photon reso-
nance to the precession frequency y of the r vector
about the y vector. Also, the AF solution gives an
out-of-phase term at the fundamental. which is re-
sponsible for energy exchange and pulse reshaping.

From our study of the vector model, we conclude
that some of the previous work on two-photon co-
herent effects has often neglected three important
effects. ' ' ~ Fjrst, third-harmonic generation
and nonlinear mixing can be very important to
propagation effects for linearly polarized light
when the intermediate states are far from the in-
put frequencies. For this situation, the compo-
nent of the polarization, for example, at the third
harmonic can be as large as the component at the
fundamental. Second, there are two in-phase com-
ponents of the polarization at the fundamental pro-
portional to the populations in the two-photon
ground and excited states. These terms can
cause strong self-phase modulation. Third,
coherent propagation effects involve large trans-
fers of population to the two-photon excited state.
In particular, for two-photon self-induced trans-
parency, all the atoms can be in the excited state at
the peak of the 27t pulse, where the r vector has
been swept m radians from its initial position.
Consequently, if there are intermediate states of
lower energy than the two-photon excited state,
large gains may be present for lasing to these in-
termediate states. This point has also been men-
tioned by Nakatsuka et aI,." in connection with their
recent experimental work on two-photon effects.

Using the AF results for the polarization, we
also study the propagation of pulses nearly reso-
nant with a two-photon transition. It is possible
to obtain pulse reshaping under these conditions,
and the reshaping is due to the two related effects
of a nonlinear pulse velocity and self-phase modu-
lation. By considering circularly polarized light,
we eliminate the first difficulty of nonlinear mix-
ing and third-harmonic generation cited above.
Also, by including in the analysis the polarization
components cited as the second difficulty, the
propagation problem is simplified, and an analytic
result relating the pulse reshaping and the self-
phase modulation is obtained. We present pulse
propagation through Rb vapor as an illustrative
example, and a numerical solution is given.
Finally, because for this example the intermed-
iate state is below the two-photon excited state,
we discuss the problem of lasing from the excited
state to the intermediate state.

The paper is organized in the following way. In
Secs. IIA and IIB, a theory of the two-photon reso-

nance is reviewed, where we attempt to bring out
the important physical ideas of the formulation as
wel. l as the limitations. The theoretical approach
of Hartmann" is outlined in Sec. IIA, and the al-
ternative method of Belenov and Poluektov, ' and
Takatsuji "is presented in Sec. IIB. The differ-
ences in these two methods are explained, and it
is shown that in the proper limits, identical re-
sults are obtained. A two-photon vector model, is
then introduced in Sec. IIC in a form most analo-
gous to the familiar one-photon model. This al-
lows one to study the possible two-photon analogs
of well-known one-photon processes. In Sec. IID,
we calculate the polarization using the two-photon
vector model. . Three different components of the
resultant polarization are identified, and their
physical significance is discussed. The adiabatic
following (AF) approximation is introduced in
Sec. IIIA and applied to the two-photon vector
model, and in Sec. IIIB the resulting polarization
is calculated. Using the AF polarization, two-
photon pulse propagation is studied in Sec. III C
through the coupled amplitude and phase equations.
As an illustrative example, the coupled equations
are integrated numerically for pulse propagation
in Rb vapor. Section IV summarizes the work.
The Appendices are devoted to three important
situations not treated in the text: (A) the egual-
frequency case for linearly polarized light,
(B) circularly polarized light, and (C) two-photon
resonantly enhanced frequency up-conversion. " '

II. THEORY OF THE TWO-PHOTON RESONANCE

The theoretical treatment of coherent effects as-
sociated with the two-photon resonance has been
presented in several different formalisms. """~
The pioneering work of Hartmann" analyzed the
three-level system for the Raman echo problem.
His approach was to first make a unitary trans-
formation to a "doubly rotating frame" to elimin-
ate the time dependence from the Hamiltonian.
Then the equation of motion for the density ma-
trix could be solved by a series of time-indepen-
dent transformations. This treatment did not re-
quire the two-level system approximation, al-
though simplification of the final formulas gives
results in agreement with the two-level theory.
Later, Weingarten in his thesis extended Hart-
mann's work to the two-level approximation,
which is reviewed in Sec. IIA.

The approach of Bel.enov and Poluektov' and
Takatsuji"' takes a different point of view, in
that initially a time-dependent unitary transforma-
tion is made which immediately recasts the theory
in the two-level approximation. This method of
eliminating the intermediate states was devel. oped
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by Heitler. " The approach is valid for any num-
ber of levels and is therefore more general. In
Sec. IIB we will rederive these results using an
intuitive method that stresses the physical approx-
imations which are made.

Recently, Brewer and Hahn' have introduced a
different vector model which, in contrast to the
approximate theories mentioned above, is an ex-
act solution to the three-level problem. This the-
ory is in many ways complementary to the approxi-
mate two-photon vector model of Takatsuji that is
utilized here. For the vector model of Takatsuji, the
frequency of the incident light must be relatively far
from resonance with respect to the single-photon
transitions to the intermediate states, and the
light must be applied adiabatically with respect
to these intermediate states. However, the input
frequencies can be either resonant or near-reso-
nant with respect to the two-photon transition, and
the model is val. id for any number of intermediate
states. On the other hand, while the vector model
of Brewer and Hahn applies only to the three-level
case when the input frequencies are resonant with
the two-photon transition, there is no restriction
with respect to resonance with the intermediate
state and no restriction on whether the light is ap-
plied adiabatically or nonadiabatically with respect
to the intermediate state.

Sections IIA and B are logically independent, and
according to the preferences of the reader either
method can be used. The following introduction
applies equally well to both methods as well. as
the formulation of the vector model of Sec. II C
and the method of calculation of the polarization
presented in Sec. IID.

The Hamiltonian describing the atom and the in-
teraction between the atom and the applied light is
assumed to be of the form

K=3Co-p E,

A. Three-level system

The most simple system of interest for two-pho-
ton or Raman-type resonances is the three-l. evel.
system. This system was analyzed for circularly
polarized light in a very elegant manner by Hart-
mann"; here we adapt his approach to linearly
polarized light. The Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)) for the
three levels is wr itten in matrix form as the foi.-
l.owing:

&p g ~iCj &p g ~-i 42

——,'p, „S,e '~

p,„S,e'

(4)

Because the light is linearly polarized along the
x direction, we consider only n transitions, and
the operator p wil. l. have the form

p =&Px ~

The case of circularly polarized light is treated in
Appendix B.

We are concerned with the two-photon transition
between the excited state ) 1) and the ground state
( 2) of the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ko. The ma-
trix element of p between states

~ 1) and
~ 2) is

zero. However, as shown in Fig. 1, there are
usually many (and at least one) other atomic states
which are connected by dipole transitions to the
two-photon resonant states

~ 1) and ( 2) under
study. We assume that e, and ~, are not resonant
with any transition frequency but that the sum
~, +~, is approximately equal to the transition
frequency 0» between states ) 1) and

~ 2).

where Xo is the atomic Hamiltonian in the absence
of the light, p is the el.ectric-dipole-moment op-
erator, and E is the electric field of the light.
The atom is assumed to be irradiated by two lin-
early polarized light beams with frequencies ~,
and &„electric field strengths 4, and h„and
propagation vectors k, and k„respectively.
Hence, the total electric field E is given by

E =x(8i cos4i + 82 cos42), (2a)

with

Jn&, Qn

C, =e~t+ Q, —k,z,
C, =~2t+ Q, —k,z,

(2b)

(2c) l2&

where &„S„g„andQ, are slowly varying in
time. The case ~, =u2 is treated in Appendix A.

FIG. 1. Generalized energy-level diagram for the two-
photon transition between states

~
1) and

~
2).
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where

p„„=&m(p„(n& .

rotating frame is

X~= Ul KUl +@-8A

The equation of motion for the density matrix p
is given by

or

—=—[p, x] .Bp Z

(8)
h (Q, —(u', )

a(Q, +u&,') ——,'p, „S, (12a)

This simple form for the Hamil. tonian, in which
the off-diagonal terms have been limited to cou-
pling with one field each, can be justified if the
intermediate state

~ n) is nearly resonant. This
form allows a tremendous simplification in the
theory. The more general case in which coupling
to both fields including the counter-rotating com-
ponents of these fields, as wel. l. as the inclusion of
other intermediate states, is more easily treated
with the alternative approach outlined in Sec. IIB.

The problem can be further simplified by trans-
forming to a "doubly rotating" frame which re-
moves the explicit time dependence from the
Hamiltonian. This transformation is accomplished
by the unitary operator

where

2Pnl ~1 —2Pn, ~,

with

(12c)

K~ =Xo~+

~', =+l+ (12b)

8 (f)2N=N+'.3 2

The term k(BA/St) arises because the transforma-
tion U, is time dependent. At this point one can
continue by diagonalizing this Hamiltonian to solve
the probl. em. This procedure was used by Hart-
mann" in the Raman-echo work. Here we use a
different approach, where a two-level approxima-
tion is made; the needed transformation is de-
scribed below.

The Hamiltonian is of the form

-4, 0 0

A= 0 +C, 0

0 0 0

Then, defining

p~ = UlpUl

we obtain

(8)

(9)

where ~II is the off-diagonal part of X~. The ex-
pansion parameter A, is of the order of p E/54~,
where && is the frequency offset of the intermed-
iate state. We make the transformation

x," = vpc, U, " =x', +-,'t~[H, 8]+o(~'),
where

U e-fs
2

epR
et K[p"' (10)

where the effective Hamiltonian X& in this doubly

s„„=-t»„./(x,' -x', ) .

If we drop terms of order ~' and smaller, the
Hamiltonian is reduced to the form

K(Q, —(u,')+DE,

P"&..&.@.
416co

~PA. &.&.
4NA+

S(Q, +to,')+~, (17)

where

1 1 1 1
A(d 2 (d& —Q„& Q« —(dl

(18)

~, =
I p,.@i I '/4@(Qi. —&i)

~, = (p~„b, ('/4I(~, -Q„,) .

(20a)

(2Ob)

and the Stark shifts ' are given by

(19) The self-phase-modulation terms 8$,/Bt andean~/Bt
have been deleted (~', - &u, and ur,'- &a,) from Eg.
(18), since they would lead to terms of order high-
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er than X .
The equation of motion for the density matrix be-

comes

(21)

where

p =U2p~U2 (22)

By keeping terms only to order &', i.e. , -[(p E)/
8&&]', this transformation corresponds to a
change of basis states from the states X~ to the
orthogonalized, perturbed states obtained in per-
turbation theory.

The unitary operator U, has been treated as time
independent, i.e., we assume that the fields are
turned on and off adiabatically. This condition of
adiabaticity is satisfied if

—«~ huh~ .
Bt (23)

The singl, e-photon adiabatic requirement of Eq.
(23) is a basic limitation to the two-level approx-
imation and the associated vector model. How-
ever, one can usually choose the frequencies of
the fiel.ds involved to satisfy this requirement by
making the mistuning from the intermediate-state
resonance sufficiently large. The time-dependent
perturbation-theory calculations""'" of the non-
linear mixing coefficients make this same approx-
imation.

The intermediate state in the Hamiltonian of
Eq. (17) is completely decoupled from the other
states and therefore can be dropped from consid-
eration. This reduces the Hamiltonian to 2 x2 form
consisting only of the upper left corner of the ma-
trix (17); hence, we need only retain a 2 x2 density
matrix. Consequently, Eq. (21) can be considered
as a 2 x2 matrix equation, and as a result the vec-
tor model for two-level systems can be used directly
to derive equations of motion for this system (see Sec.
IIC). Note thattheStarkshiftsofthestates ~1) and

( 2) have appear ed in a natur al way, and that the two-
photon transition probability can be obtained in the
usual manner by substituting the square of abso-
lute value of the off-diagonal matrix element con-
necting these states into Fermi's golden rule.

B. Multi-level systems

In order to take into account the presence of
more than one intermediate state, it is convenient
to use the method of Belenov and Poluektov" and
Takatsuji. "' This treatment also all. ows us to
consider the coupling of both fields in each off-
diagonal. matrix element. In this section we re-
derive these earlier results using an intuitive

U =e-" = j - sS ——,'SS+ ~ ~ ~ (24)

where 8 is a Hermitian matrix with no diagonal
elements and is given by

ic'y +ic'g
ni g +

—i42 ~+ic ~
+g 8

+
~ni —~2 ~ni + ~2

(25)

The normalized and orthogonal basis states
~
i)'

are given by"

(28)

It is important to notice that, to first order in S,
the new states thus obtained are the same as those
calculated by conventional first-order time-dep. en-
dent perturbation theory. The usual time-indepen-
dent terms are omitted in Eq. (25) because the in-
teraction (light beams) is turned on adiabatically. "

The equation of motion for the density matrix p
in terms of the original unperturbed states of 8CO

1S

—=—[p, 3C] .Bp

a~ =A- (27)

If we define

p'=Up U ', (28)

method that stresses the physical approximations
which are made. Our approach is most closely
related to that recently used by Takatsuji, "except
that we are using the Schrodinger-picture and the
density-matrix formalism of spin-resonance and
single-photon coherent optics. The calculation
follows in a manner quite similar to that used on
the three-level system except that the transforma-
tion to a rotating frame is made last instead of
first. The physical significance of the first trans-
formation is the following: Initially, there is no
matrix element of the electric dipole moment be-
tween the resonant two-photon states designated
as

~ 1) and ~2). However, the appl. ication of the
near-resonant light changes these original states
into the new states ~1)' and

~
2)', which include a

l.inear superposition of many of the original un-
perturbed states

~ n). Once the states
~
1)' and

~
2)' have been calculated, the problem can be

recast in terms of these two states. This is pos-
sible because now there is a matrix element of the
electric dipole moment between states

~
1)' and

~
2)' and the tight is nearly resonant to the transi-

tion frequency between these states.
The unitary operator U that transforms to the

primed basis states can be written as
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then Eq. (27) can be rewritten in terms of an effec-
tive Hamiltonian K,' in the primed representation
as

(29)

with

nal element 3C,', is given by

K,' =p I-,'li(()„, +Q„,)s,„s„—is,„K„+Bc,„s„,

(32)
ln $ $

BS 5 BS
R,'=UXU '+0———. —)$

at 2z et (30)

to second order in S. In Eq. (30) the additional
terms are present because the transformation is
time dependent. The relevant matrix elements of
3C,

' are

+8 8
21 12

(31a)

3C,
' =SQ, +~, ,ll (31b)

(31c)Z,' =On, +~, ,'22

where onl.y the stationary terms are kept for the
diagonal elements. To second order, the off-diago-

The optical Stark shift2"" of any state
~
i)' is

designated by ~;, where

~& =--'(x;(~,)b', +x;(~.)&'.] . (33)

P;„P„;20n,+ a(Q'. —(d2)
'

n

(34)

Making the counter-rotating-wave approximation,
we can evaluate Eq. (32) as

The symbol. X,(~,) represents the bnear electric
susceptibility for linearly polarized light of angu-
lar frequency &u, of a single atom in state

~ i) and
is given explicitly by

~t ~ Pln Pn 2(Qnl +Qn 2)
'12 81

n

~2 -i241 -~242

(Q„,+(d,)(Q„,—&u, ) (Q„,+(d, )(Q„,—&,)

(ii„,+td, )(B„,—td, ) (n„, +~,)(i)„,-~, ) )

(Q„,+ (u, )(Q„, —(d, ) (Q„, —~,)(Q„,+ u), )I ~e
I

1 ~

~I I n2
~ I

~
n I ~

~ 2 n 2 2

~~

I

~

The off-diagonal matrix element X'„has terms
oscillating at the frequencies 2+„2(d„(d,+e„
and +, —~2. The first two will result in two-pho-
ton transitions in which both photons have equal
frequency, the third results in two-photon transi-
tions with unequal-frequency photons, and the final
term corresponds to Raman-type transitions. We
shall assume that one of these four frequencies is
nearly resonant to the transition frequency (K&„
-X,'„)/5 between the states

~
1)' and

~
2)', and that

all other transitions can be neglected. Thus, when
such resonance occurs, Eq. (29) can be considered
as a 2X2 matrix equation describing the time de-
pendence of the density matrix restricted to the
mixed states

~

1)' and
~
2)'.

For our subs equent development of the problem
we choose the case ~, +~2=0». The case ~, —cv,
= 0» is similar and only involves a change in sign
whenever ~, appears. The case 2~, =0» is treat-
ed in Appendix A. With this assumption, only the
term involving e ' ' 2 in K,', need be retained,
and we can write

12 12
(36)

8 ~(C,+C,+ a~i2

e -i(e,+C 2+ 8)]2

Following the same procedure as before, we de-
fine

p"=A'p'R ',
and ihe equation of motion for the density matrix
in the double-primed representation becomes

(39)

with the new effective Hamiltonian X~ equal to

We now transform into the rotating frame, where
the Hamiltonian is no Longer oscillatory and where
the matrix elements are real, by the unitary trans-
formation 8:
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II gIK1IIg k BR
i Bt (40)

where K is the two-photon gyroel. ectric ratio, de-
fined as

Again, the second term in Eq. (40) is due to the
time dependence of the transformation R. R~ is
displayed as

1 1
2h' '" "' 0 —&u 0n2 1 n2 2

(4V)

Ã,' ——2'h(~', + V2')

12
+ 2h (u1,'+(u2) (41)

'22

C. The vector model

Equation (21) of Sec. IIA and Eq. (39) of Sec.
IIB, which describe the time dependence of the

density matrix p", can now be expressed in terms
of the vector model of Ref. 1. As shown in Fig. 2,
the unit vector r precesses about the y vector
(y=Z& of Ref. 1}, i.e. ,

Br/Bt=yxr .

The equations of motion for the components of r
are given by

sr, /et = —y,r, ,

Sr2/6 t = —y,r, + y,r, ,

sr2/st =+y,r, .

(43a)

(43b)

(43c)

The components of r are given in terms of the

density matrix by

II II
1 ~12 ~21

2 (P12 P21}
II II

3 i 11 ~22

(44a}

(44b)

(44c)

and the components of y are given in terms of the
effective Hamiltonian by

y, =(3e," +X," )/h,

For the case of two-photon transitions with un-

equal frequency fields the explicit expression for
y can be written as

(45a)

(45b)

(45c)

The Hamiltonian X~ is now in a form most suitable
for the vector model. since all the matrix elements
are real. It is easily shown that the Hamiltonian
of Eq. (17) can be brought to the same form as
above by transforming to the frame where the off-
diagonal. elements are real and by shifting the
zero-point reference energy, i.e., adding the
factor —,h(&u', +tu2) to the diagonal elements.

Thus, I y, ~
is the two-photon Rabi precession fre-

quency; the angular-frequency offset from the two-
photon resonance, including the Stark shift, is
given by y2. The definition for the r vector IEqs.
(44)] is the same as the one-photon vector model.
In particular, the component ~3 has the usual in-
terpretation as the difference in the population
probabilities of the states

~
1)' and

~
2)'.

This formal similarity between the one-photon
and two-photon vector models has important con-
sequences. Many one-photon coherent processes
can be adequately described by the vector model.

alone. It is important to notice that, even though
the two-photon vector model assumes that the
l.ight was applied adiabatically with respect to the
single-photon transitions to the intermediate
states, the vector model is valid for nonadiabatic
tzvo-Photon Processes. Processes such as photon
echoes, ' optical nutation, "adiabatic following, '
and adiabatic rapid passage, ""clearly will have
their two-photon analogs. In fact, the conditions
for these processes, expressed in terms of the
vectors y and r, are identical for the one- and
two-photon processes. Of course, the expres-
sions for y are different for the two cases. For
example, the Stark-shift term in y, is not present
in the one-photon case. Thus, generally speaking,
the physical interpretations of the two-photon ef-
fects will be more complicated. For coherent-
propagation effects such as self-induced trans-
parency, "the vector model. must be coupled with
the Maxwell equations. For the two-photon case,
two optical fields are coupled with the vector mod-

II

il

CD (~(+~a)

y

gpss

y2 =0,

y, =0 12
- (co,'+ v2) + (~, -~2)/h,

(46a)

(46b)

(46c)

FIG. 2. Precession of the r vector about the y vector
in the double-primed reference frame (rotating-coordi-
nate frame).
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el. Because of the presence of the additional field
and the optical Stark shift, it is difficult to ascer-
tain whether a given one-photon, coherent, propa-
gation effect will have its two-photon analog.

We should point out that while, in general, two-
photon coherent effects are more complicated than
one-photon effects, they are correspondingly rich-
er. One can therefore look for two-photon effects
that have no one-photon analogs. One such effect,
self-induced adiabatic rapid passage, has recently
been proposed. "

D. Calculation of the polarization

The polarization is uniquely determined by the
components of r. However, the intuitive picture
for the polarization given by the vector model for
the one-photon case does not apply to the two-pho-
ton case, and the polarization must be formally
calcul. ated by transformation techniques.

Given the r components, we have the density
matrix p" in the double primed representation as

and in terms of the original unperturbed states of

X„ is easily obtained by the reverse series of
transformations for Sec. IIA

p(t) =U, 'U, 'p" (t)U, U, , (49)

and for Sec. IIB

p(t) U-IR-Ip (t)RU (50)

p(t) = Tr pp(t) = xp(t),

where

P(t) = PI(t) +Pll (t) +f III (t)

The three different contributions to the polariza-
tion are

PI(t) =-'[X,(~,)(1+~.)+X.(~,)(1-~.)]&,cosC,

+-, [X,(u&, )(1+r,)+ X,(&d,)(1 —r, )]S,cosC»

Then, the polarization for a single atom can be
calculated for the case of unequal frequency fields
as

(48)

and the density matrix p, in the "laboratory frame" and

p„(t) =RehII(r, —ir, )(S,e
' 1+8,e ' '), (54)

P2.&.i 1 „-4{gC»+42+ 8) i -i{4 +2C + 8)
2@ Qq 2 + (d~ Qq~ —4)~ Q„~ + A~ Qq~ —4)~

From an inspection of Eqs. (51)-(55) several
observations can be made. The Pq components
give a polarization at the driving frequencies.
These components are due to the allowed one-
photon transitions ( 1)—~ n) and

~ 2)—[ n), and
are proportional to the population of the states

~ 1) and
~ 2). These terms can cause self-focus-

ing, self-defocusing, and self-phase modulation
of the input waves E, and 52. Surprisingly, as
shown in Sec. III, the incl. usion of the Pq compo-
nents actually simplifies the propagation problem
for the AF model and allows for an analytic solu-
tion which relates the pulse reshaping and the self-
phase modulation.

The P» components are in close analogy with the
one-photon vector model in that these components
of the polarization are at the frequencies of the
driving fields and are simply proportional to the
transverse components of the r vector. However,
the terms show an interesting interchange of fields
which is characteristic of the two-photon reso-
nance. The out-of-phase term proportional to r,
determines the energy exchange between the atoms
and the propagating waves and is responsibl. e for

I

slow pulse velocities and pulse reshaping. If a
transverse relaxation time T, is introduced into
the Bloch equations (43), a new component of the
out-of-phase term is introduced which gives the
usual two-photon absorption. The in-phase compo-
nent of P» is analogous to its counterpart in one-
photon processes, and it can cause important ef-
fects such as self-focusing, self-defocusing, and
self-phase modulation. The importance of this
term in pulse propagation wil. l. be clearly demon-
strated in the example given in Sec. III.

The P „, components are responsible for the two-
photon resonantly enhanced generation of mixed
frequencies. It is interesting to note that these
components do not appear when one uses the three-
level approximations of Sec. GA, and they have
general. ly been neglected in the previous theories
of coherent two-photon propagation phenomena.
The mixed-frequency terms do not arise in the
three-level approximation because the simplif ied
Hamiltonian [Eq. (4)] assumes that each input field
is near resonant to only one transition and then
couples only one field in each off-diagonal. element.
The more general treatment in Sec. IIB shows that
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P „, can be comparable in magnitude with P& and

P» and must be treated properly to describe two-
photon effects in general. One important result
of our calculation, as shown in Appendix 8, is that
for circularly polarized input l.ight, P,«

—-0. For
future two-photon resonance experiments, the use
of circularly polarized light is obviously advisable.
If linearl. y polarized light must be used, it is pos-
sible to make P», negl. igible compared to P«by
using resonant enhancement where 0„, is very
close to e, . For the study of local effects (photon
echoes, optical. nutation, adiabatic rapid passage,
and optical Stark shifts) this is a viable procedure,
but it cannot generally be appl. ied to the study of
propagation problems, as we will. show in

Sec. III C.

III. THE ADIABATIC FOLLOWING APPROXIMATION

For a single-photon transition, the adiabatic fol-
lowing approximation has been shown, both experi-
mentally and theoretically, ' ' to rather accurately
describe the propagation of near-resonant light.
By "near-resonant" it is meant that the frequency
difference between the input light and the reso-
nance l.ine is very small compared to the resonant
frequency, but large compared to the linewidth.
This model bridges the gap between the region
where linear dispersion theory is applicable and
the region where the entire set of Bloch equations
must be coupled to the wave equation. The approx-
imation corresponds to the situation where the
atomic pseudomoments remain aligned along the
changing effective field of the laser light, and an
immediate solution to the point-response problem
is obtained. The near-resonant atomic response
is expressed as a nonlinear el.ectric susceptibility,
allowing for direct comparison with other nonlin-
ear mechanisms and for convenient numerical in-
tegration of the coupled Mmnvell-Bloeh equations.

As was shown in Sec. II, the interaction between
atoms and light nearly resonant with a two-photon
transition can be described by the familiar vector
model of spin resonance and single-photon coher-
ent optics. Thus, the adiabatic fol.lowing approxi-
mation can also be applied to the two-photon tran-
sition to achieve a convenient and important sim-
plification of the two-photon problem. For this
case the r vector is aligned along the y vector,
and a nonlinear susceptibility is again obtained
which describes the dielectric response of the
atom to the near-resonant light. For the situa-
tion where the angle between y and the axis of ro-
tation is small, the nonlinear susceptibility is the
same as that obtained from time-dependent per-
turbation theory. However, the AF solution ap-
plies to large angles as well, and the power de-

pendence of the susceptibility is thereby obtained.
Also, the AF solution gives an out-of-phase term
which is responsibl. e for energy exchange and
pulse reshaping.

A. The vector-model solution

The AF approximation is illustrated in Fig. 3,
from which the solutions for x, and r3 are immed-
iately obtained as

r, =(~) sin& (56)

r, =(+)cose, (5'7)

where 8 is the angle between y and the 3" axis.
The above AF solutions for x, and r, can be re-
written as

and

r, =(+)r,b (58)

r, = (+)r,ly,
with

y =+(r', +r', )"',

(59)

(60)

and y, and y, are given by Eq. (46). The upper
sign is used in Eqs. (56)-(59) and subsequent for-
mulas when the initial y, is positive, i.e., when

y, (z = 0, f = —~) & 0, and conversely, the lower
sign is used when y, (0, —~)& 0. For ys(0, —~)& 0,
r is antiparallel to y, while, for y, (0, -~)& 0, r
is parallel to y as shown in Fig.3. As defined, y,
is always negative.

Equations (58)-(60) are not in the usual AF
form, ~ ' but they have been written in the above
manner to allow for adiabatic-passage effects (in-
version), if the frequency is swept through the
resonance. For example, it has been shown that
optical Stark shifts in y, can sweep the offset
through the l.ine and invert the two-photon reso-
nance. "

The r, component is very small compared to r,
and r„and can be obtained from r, by Eq. (43a) as

J
y3 Bt

The above two-photon AF solutions are valid as
long as the three AF conditions are satisfied.
These conditions have been given earlier but will.
be restated here for completeness. It is important
to realize that these conditions are in addition to
the one-photon adiabatic requirement of Eqs. (23)
and (25), which is needed for the two-level approx-
imation to be valid. Conditions I and II are the
same as those of spin resonance and single-photon
coherent optics for the adiabatic rapid passage.
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ADIABATIC FOLLOWING energy per unit volume is very small compared
to the saturated energy capacity per unit volume
of the system. This saturation energy capacity
U, is given by

(63)

where N is the atomic number density. Condition
III is unique to AF and comes from the additional
requirement that the angle between r and y be very
much smaller than the angle between y and the 3"
axis. This implies that

(64)

FIG. 3. The two-photon adiabatic following approxi-
mation, where the r vector remains closely aligned along
the y vector. Here, F3&0, y& &0, and the diagram is
shown in the double-primed reference frame (rotating-
coordinate frame).

which is condition III. If these three conditions
are satisfied, the AF solution is a very good ap-
proximate solution to the Bloch equations (43).
Crisp has studied the validity of the AF approxi-
mation by means of a novel approximation
scheme, "and his results are in agreement with
the above relatively simple discussion.

I»/stl (62)

Condition II requires that the incoherently absorbed

Condition I states that the direction of the r vector
should change slowly compared to the precession
frequency y of the r vector about y. Expressed
mathematically this becomes

Q. nonlinear polarization

The adiabatic following solution allows us to im-
mediately calculate the atomic polarization. The
polarization is obtained by simply inserting the
AF solutions [Eqs. (58)-(61)] into the expression
for the polarization [Eq. (52)]. We obtain for the
three components, P„P», and P «, the following":

p, (t) =-2'[)(,(~,)(1+ cos8)+)(2(~,)(1~cos8)] b, cose, +-2'[)l, (~,)(1+ cos8)+)f2(~2)(1+ cos8)] 8, cosC, , (65)

P„(t)= -, Re)( "(8e ' 2 + h e ' ) ) 1 +——(' 8 (66)

and

(e„, ( )=-,'eRe ((2e, e)+etc' ' ee"(e, etc, )te '
] (+——

)
t t,Bt

(67)

where

5 = 0» —(&u, + (d2), (68)

(2) 1 p2epnipi&m 2 1 1

m, n

(69)

y(2)(2~ + ~ ) ~ 5&pnlp&mpm2

t

(70)

and ), 1 p~2p»p+m2 1 1 1

t
(71)

The y 's defined above are identical to susceptibil-
ities obtained using perturbation theory, '"'" and
they all have the resonant denominator 5. Conse-
quently, as 6-0 the polarization does not disap-
pear even though the power factor

~ 5/) ~-0.

As mentioned earlier, the components of p, give
rise to the dispersion produced by the all.owed one-
photon transition

~ 1) ( n) and
~ 2) ~ n), and are

therefore proportional to the populations of states
~ 1) and

~ 2), which are given by 2 (1 w cos 8) and
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and

p, (t) = X,(~,)h, cos4, + X,(co,)h, cos4, ,

p«(t) =-,'Xt"(PS, cos4, + S,P, cos4, ),

p„, (t) =-,'Re[X~'l(2(o, +(u, )h', 8 e ' ' '

(72)

(73)

—,'(la cos&), respectively. The components of P»
also oscillate at the frequency of the driving fields.
However, these components can be thought of as
the result of a nonlinear mixing of the fields which
gives rise to the frequencies ~, +~, —v, and

+ (02 (J02 The out- of-phas e terms of P» are
responsible for the two-photon pulse-propagation
effects discussed in Sec. III C, while the in-phase
terms can cause self-focusing or self-defocusing
of light beams and self-phase modulation. These
effects are usually detrimental to the parametric
mixing processes giving frequencies ~, +&, +~,
and ~a+ ~2+ ~2 and described by Pili ~

In the limit ~here ~ —0«1 and 8„$„4»and
4, are constant (which is the usual. situation to
which time-dependent perturbation theory is ap-
plied) Eqs. (65)-(67) reduce to

shifts and saturation phenomena in harmonic gen-
eration at high field strengths.

The out-of-phase terms of P» and P&» are
unique to the AF model. These terms describe
the energy flow between the propagating electro-
magnetic waves and the coherent excitation of the
two-photon resonance. When the light intensity in-
creases, energy flows from the light waves into
the two-photon coherent excitation of the atom,
and when the intensity decreases, energy flows
from the atomic excitation back into the light
wave. This energy transfer is responsible for
the nonlinear pulse velocity discussed in Sec.
III C. This type of argument has been used to
obtain the group velocity for the one-photon reso-
nance propagation problem. ' For that case, the
group velocity can also be obtained from linear
dispersion theory. However, linear dispersion
theory cannot be applied to the two-photon prob-
lem, and the pulse velocity can only be derived
from the out-of-phase components of the polariza-
tion.

C. Pulse propagation

(74)

These results, as expected, are identical to those
obtained by the usual methods of time-dependent
perturbation theory. ""'"

However, the adiabatic following model gives a
power-dependent susceptibility as an additional
result. Both polarizations Pii and P»r are multi-
plied by the power factor I 6/yl, where

y =+([0„—(u,
' —ru,'+ (~, —~,)/h ]'+ (~$,$,)')'" .

E = S(x cos4 +y sin@), (76a)

with

In this section we will consider the propagation
of a circularly polarized, single-frequency light
pulse nearly resonant with a two-photon resonance.
As shown in Appendix B 2, this choice simplifies
the problem considerably in that P„, =0 and only
one field E is coupled to Maxwell's equations. The
electric field E of the pulse is given by

(75) 4 =et+/ —kz . (76b)

It is very satisfying that the power dependence is
completely described by this simpl. e power factor,
i.e., the power-dependent susceptibilities are
given by the usual mell-known results multiplied
by I 6/pl . The power factor is equal to unity at
b» $, -0, while at very strong fields, where 5

can be neglected compared to the Stark shifts,
the power factor has a saturation type of behavior.
The behavior at intermediate field strengths,
where ~ is comparable to the Stark shifts, is
more complicated, and I 6/yl may either increase
or decrease depending on the sign of the Stark
shift ~, —~, with respect to 6. The optimum
field strengths will depend on the parameters for
a given problem. We note that a power-dependent
susceptibility for third-harmonic generation
(treated in Appendix A) has recently been calcu-
lated by Chang" using the techniques of high-in-
tensity quantum electrodynamics. Also, Stap-
paerts ' has made a recent study of frequency

To a very good approximation, the pulse propaga-
tion is described by the usual reduced wave equa-
tions for the field amplitude 8 and sl.owly varying
phase Q,

'

a8 1 ad 2v(u
+ v

qez c et c

sp lap 2m+ u
+

ez c ~~ c

(77a)

(77b)

and

~=~(X, +X,)&h+2(X, —X,)A'& (&y, /y)

-'x'"»'I 6/~l (78a)

In Eqs. (77), v designates the out-of-phase com-
ponent of the polarization, and u designates the
in-phase component.

The components u and v are given by the AF so-
lutions obtained from Eqs. (B18a) and (B18b) of
Appendix B as
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~ [ 5( S a S'
Bt r' (7&b)

where N is the atomic number density. By taking
the partial derivative with respect to time of Eq.
(77b) and defining the instantaneous frequency ~'
as

and from Eq. (81a),

sS((, ~)
8$

Thus,

2~~+«3)
( 5~ 5$2(0, r) 8$(0, .)
Cy BT

(87)

&u' —= 1)) + 9 Q/8 t, (79) sy (u ~my"'~ 5( 5' sS'(0, T)
87 C y 87

(88)

Eq. (77b) can be changed to

8(d 1 8(d 27(d 8 Lc

B~ c Bt c Bt 8 ' (8o)

Then, substituting Eqs. (78) for u and v into Eqs.
(77a} and (80), we obtain

sS 18$ 2w(uNy '
~

5~

Bz c Bt cy'

The above can also be obtained directly using Eq.
(81b), and noticing that (Be'/Bw) =0 at z =0. Equa-
tion (88) can now be written in the familiar form

Bp 1 a 5 ' 8$2(0, 3)
BT 2c ly 8'T

where the nonlinear dielectric constant g is de-
fined in the usual way (low-intensity limit)

,2 Bg 3 8(d
x 0„—2(d' h' —+h'

Bz c Bt cy'

(&la)
e= e, +e.,g2,

and is given by'

~ =2~+~~&~ .2

(90a)

(90b)

(~ 2 r)$2 $3 12

Bt Bt b

(&lb)

g=z,
~=t —z/c,

they show the important relationship

—2e' 88
Bf b 8$

which can be integrated as

——,
'

ln(Q» —21))')( &=o
——lnS[ ~&=o .

(82a)

(&2b)

(83)

(84)

When Eqs. (81}are rewritten in terms of the dis-
tance ( and the reduced time 7, where

In the low-intensity limit, ~5/y~-1, and Eq. (89)
is identical to the conventional result. It is inter-
esting to observe that, while the power factor for
the polarization in Eqs. (66) and (67) is

~ 5/y~, the
intensity-dependent factor in Eq. (89) is ( &/y~',
even though in the low-intensity limit the same
quantity y

' is involved in both cases. It is also
clear, from the derivation above, that even with
the proper power-dependent factor, Eq. (89) is
still an approximation of limited validity, and,
in general, Eq. (85) should be used. The situation
here is quite similar to the near-resonance one-
photon propagation problem. '

The nonlinear pulse vel. ocity v~ implicit in Eq.
(81a) can be displayed by rewriting the equation
as

Evaluating Eq. (84), we obtain

[0» —2~'(z, T) j S(0, 7)
ln„—2~'(0, ~)j S(~, ~)

(85)

sS 1 sS 2)t(ut)t«"
i 5i S' s(u'

Bz v~ Bt cy' Bt

where

(91)

This is a general relationship, independent of in-
tensity, frequency-offset, propagation distance,
and the strength of the interaction Ng . It states
that under the AF approximation for two-photon
resonance, pulse-reshaping effects and self-phase-
modulation effects are always strongly coupled
and cannot be treated separately.

It is instructive to demonstrate, however, that
Eq. (85) reduces to the simple result for self-
phase modulation, ' in the limit of very little pulse
reshaping. Equation (85) can be expanded as

s)t) 5z s $(g, 7)
st ' $(0, T) eg

) 1 2rrrrNxr
"rl rr1 (rr, .—2rr') &.)

Vp C
(92)

If it were possible to neglect self-phase modula-
tion by setting the right-hand side of Eq. (91) equal
to zero, the pulse wouM travel as a simple wave
with the nonlinear pulse velocity v~. It is instruc-
tive to compare Eq. (92) with the one-photon non-
linear pulse velocity. " In the low-intensity limit,
the one-photon nonlinear velocity becomes the

group velocity v, , in agreement with linear dis-
persion theory. The pulse in that case propagates
as a simple wave, with pulse reshaping due to the
extreme frequency dispersion of v~. In the two-
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photon resonance problem, no such linear pulse-
reshaping effects are present since v, - c in the
low-intensity limit. All. pulse-reshaping effects
then are nonlinear in nature and must be studied
using the coupled Eqs. (81).

In order to demonstrate the pulse reshaping im-
plied by the coupled Eqs. (81) we numerically inte-
grate these equations for the specific example of
pulse propagation in Rb vapor. " The two-photon
resonance considered is from the 5S«, ground
state to the 5D„, excited state, as illustrated in

Fig. 4. Also, because of the near coincidence
with the single-photon transition from the 5~,&,

to the 5P„, state, only the 5P„, state need be con-
sidered as an intermediate state. Thus, for illus-
trative purposes we can consider the Rb atom as
the three-level system shown in Fig. 4. For this
example, Q»/2nc = 25 703.5 cm ', 5/2nc =2 cm ',
b, /2nc =34.2 cm ', p,„=7.5x10 "esu [c transi-
tion, 5$„,(m = ——,')—5P„,(m = ——',)]; P„,= 2.0
x10 "esu [v transition, 5P„,(m = ——,') 5D„,
(m = ——,')].~ The atomic number density N initial-
ly in the 5S„,(m = —&) ground state is one-half the
total number density, and in the calculation N is
set equal to 2x10"' atoms/cm', corresponding to
the readily obtainable Rb cell temperature of
180 'C.

Figure 5(a) shows the predicted reshaping of a
Gaussian pulse arising from passage through a
60-cm Rb cell with the above parameters. The in-
put peak intensity is 8 MW/cm', and the input pulse
width (full width at half-maximum) is 200 psec.

(a)

0.4
I I I I I I I

(bj
E

The output pulse is of lower peak intensity, and a
discontinuity (optical shock)' is forming on the
trailing edge. Any further propagation sharpens
the trailing edge so severely that the AF conditions
are violated and Eqs. (81) no longer apply. If 5&0,
instead of 6&0 as in this example, the discontinuity
forms on the leading edge of the pulse. In con-
trast, for pulse reshaping caused by a single-pho-
ton resonance, the peak intensity is always in-
creased by pulse-compression effects, and the dis-
continuity always appears on the leading edge of
the pulse. Similar to the single-photon case, for
the two-photon example there are two effects re-
sponsible for the pulse reshaping: (a) the intensity-
dependent pulse velocity, and (b) the self-phase
modulation. For the two-photon resonance, the
effect of self-phase modulation is dominant, even
though the low-intensity group velocity has no fre-
quency disper sion.

The calculated self-phase modulation caused by

0

5D5~2
-0.2

2.0
I I I

I.6—

5pp]~
)n&

0.8 I I I I I

0.2 0.4 0.6

REDUCED TfME I (nsecj

0.8

5SI]'p
1I

J2&

FIG. 4. Energy levels of Rb relevant to the two-photon
transition Q2. 6/2zc=2 cm, and 6/2vrc=34. 2 cm

FIG. 5. Calculated two-photon pulse reshaping and
self-phase modulation. (a) Input pulse (dotted line) with
peak intensity of 8 MW/cm2 and 0.2-nsec pulse width
(FWHM). Calculated output pulse (solid line) after pass-
age through 60-cm Rb cell with a total atomic number
density of 4xl0' cm . 5/2mc=2 cm ', and 6/2wc
=34.2 cm ~, as shown in Fig. 4; (b) Calculated self-
phase modulation (8P/8 t) caused by passage through the
Rb cell; (c) Calculated offset frequency y3 at the end of
the Bb. cell. y3 includes both the self-phase modulation
of the propagating wave and the optical Stark shift of
the two-photon resonance.
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the passage through the Rb vapor is shown in Fig.
5(b). This result is, of course, in exact agree-
ment with that predicted by Eq. (85) together with
Fig. 5(a). The instantaneous frequency is changed
dramatically by the passage, and the bandwidth
has increased tenfold. Consequently, these pulses
could be compressed to -20 psec by passage
through a dispersive delay line."

Figure 5(c) shows the time dependence of the in-
stantaneous frequency offset y, at the end (z =60
cm) of the Rb cell. The offset is changed by both
the self-phase modulation and the optical Stark
shift as explained by Eq. (B15c). The Stark shift
is proportional to the light intensity, and for this
example an intensity of 8 MW/cm' shifts the two-
photon resonance to lower frequencies by 0.65
cm '. The Stark shift is a local effect, but the
self-phase modulation is a cumulative effect.
Thus, at the entrance (z =0) of the cell, the time
dependence of y, is entirely due to the Stark shift;
at the end of the cell, the Stark shift and the self-
phase modulation are comparable in their contri-
bution to y, . The Stark shift is proportional to the
pulse intensity, and the self-pha, se modulation is
proportional to the derivative of the pulse intensity.
Thus for this example, at the leading edge of the
pulse the two effects have opposite signs, while at
the trailing edge they have the same sign. This
accounts for the resultant shape of y, at the end
of the cell (z = 60 cm), where the instantaneous
frequency is swept closer to the line for the entire
pulse duration. 44

This example also demonstrates the importance
of the factor

~
6/y ~' previously discussed in Eq.

(89), which is valid when pulse reshaping is small
as at the leading edge of the pulse [Fig. 5(a)]. The
calculated result using the conventional self-phase-
modulation formula (without the factor

~
6/y ~') dif-

fers from that in Fig. 5(b) in at least two aspects.
First, the maximum frequency shift is significantly
greater than that predicted by the simple formula.
Second, the maximum frequency shift occurs later
in time than the maximum derivative of the pulse
intensity; the simple formula predicts that the two
occur simultaneously. It is easy to see that inclu-
sion of the factor ~6/y ~' removes both deficiencies.
The parameter y, which for small z is mainly de-
termined by the optical Stark shift, is smaller than
6. Thus, the power factor ~6/y~ is larger than 1
and increases with time at the leading edge of the
pulse. As a result, the maximum frequency shift
is higher and occurs later. With the factor

~
6/y~',

the prediction of Eq. (89) is in fair agreement with
Fig. 5(b) in the region where pulse reshaping can
be ignored.

As discussed earlier, when the intermediate
state is below the two-photon excited state, a large

gain for lasing from the excited state to the inter-
mediate state can occur in coherent two-photon
propagation problems. For our case, the problem
of lasing to the intermediate state at first appears
to be severe. The number density N, of atoms in
the two-photon excited state is given for the AF
model (with y, &0) by the relationship

N, = ,'N(-1 —cosa) . (93)

Evaluating Eq. (93) at z =0 with the above param-
eters, we obtain N, =3.7 && 10" atoms/cm'. This
number density gives the very large gain coeffi-
cient g=10.5 cm ' for lasing to the 5P,~, inter-
mediate state. Thus, for a 60-cm cell, the total
gain would at first sight seem to be the enormous
value of e . However, there are two important
factors which reduce this large gain and appear to
prevent lasing. The first is the large Stark shift
of the transition frequency [0,„—(~,—~„)/)f].
This causes the transition frequency to differ by
0.8 cm-' over the pulse envelope. The second
factor is that, under very high gain conditions,
light travels slowly. " Consequently, a, gain of g
=10.5 cm ' would imply a group velocity of 75cp
and the emitted light would fall out of step with the
propagating pulse which is traveling at essentially
c. As the pulse is only 200 psec long (6 cm in

length), the emitted light will get out of resonance
with the Stark broadened line in less than 0.01 cm.
Thus, the total gain is reduced to negligible
amounts and lasing does not seem probable.

The situation with respect to lasing is not as
favorable for the earlier two-photon self-induced-
transparency experiment. " There, at the peak of
the pulse all the resonant atoms were in the
two-photon excited state, giving a gain co-
efficient for lasing to the intermediate P», state
of 22 cm '. As the cell was 140 cm long, this
mould imply a total gain of the enormous number
e"". Here, the Stark shif t is negligible. Again,
the emitted light would travel extremely slowly
owing to the high gain, with a group velocity of only

,—'„c. For this experiment the pulse width was 15
nsec, and the emitted light could travel 4.5 cm
during the pulse duration. This situation reduces
the gain to g- e'", and lasing to the 4PS/2 state ap-
pears to be a serious problem.

The discussions above are, of course, highly
simplified. Our aim is merely to point out the
complications inherently connected with two-photon
propagation problems. For example, in our dis-
cussion on group velocity mismatch, we have as-
sumed perfect adiabatic following with no popula-
tion left in the excited state after the input pulse
has gone by. In fact there will always be some
residual excitation, because of the approximate
nature of the AF solution. However, as the sum
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frequency is tuned farther away from the two-pho-
ton resonance, the AF conditions are better satis-
fied and the residual excitation is decreased. In
practice, for off-resonance propagation, the
amount of residual excitation is mainly determined
by the relaxation processes. Also, while a slow
pulse propagation velocity of,c has been experi-
mentally observed, ' the much slower velocities
above are calculated and remain to be confirmed
experimentally. All these and probably other fac-
tors need further experimental and theoretical
study. Meanwhile, two-photon propagation experi-
ments must be interpreted cautiously.

IV. SUMMARY

The application of a vector model to the two-pho-
ton resonance in the two-level approximation has
been demonstrated and explained in Sec. II. The
atomic polarization has been calculated in terms
of the components of the r vector and shown to
have three contributions, pr p» and p«r
having a different physical interpretation.

The p, components oscillate in phase with the
driving fields. These components are due to the
allowed one-photon transitions from the two-photon
ground state to the intermediate states and from
the two-photon excited state to the intermediate
states. Consequently, the polarization arising
from these terms is proportional to the atomic
populations in the ground and excited states. As
shown in the example of Sec. III, these terms can
cause strong self-phase modulation.

The p«components are those traditionally con-
sidered for two-photon coherent-pulse propagation.
For p», the out-of-phase term is proportional to
z, and is responsible for the energy exchange be-
tween the atoms and the propagating waves; it is
responsible for slow pulse velocities and pulse re-
shaping. The in-phase component is proportional
to r, and is analogous to its counterpart in one-
photon processes. This component can cause im-
portant effects such as self-focusing, self-defocus-
ing, and self-phase modulation. As demonstrated
in Sec. III, this in-phase term is mainly responsi-
ble for the large self-phase modulation which ac-
companies two-photon pulse propagation.

The p», components cause the two-photon reso-
nantly enhanced generation of mixed frequencies.
For two-photon propagation problems with linearly
polarized light beams, with frequencies far from
any resonances to the intermediate states, p, «

an be s large as pi and pxr. C q ntly~ p«x
must be considered for propagation problems of
this type. However, as shown in Appendix 8, for
circularly polarized light p«, = 0, and propagation
problems are dramatically simplified. If linearly

polarized light must be used, it is possible to
make p», negligible compared to p» by using reso-
nant enhancement, where an input frequency is
nearly resonant with a transition from the two-
photon ground state to the intermediate state. This
is a viable procedure for the study of local effects
(photon echoes, optical nutation, adiabatic rapid
passage, and optical Stark shifts). In this case,
however, the study of two-photon pulse-propaga-
tion problems may be complicated by the problem
of lasing from the two-photon excited state to the
intermediate state.

In Sec. III the adiabatic following (AF) approxi-
mation is applied to the vector model for the two-
photon resonance. The AF approximation provides
simple expressions for the components of the r
vector of the two-photon, two-level atom. Using
these AF results for r, the atomic polarization in
erms of pi~ p«~ and pr« is thereby obtained

In the limit where the angle between r and the
3" axis is time independent and very small (low-
intensity limit), the polarization components are
simplified. The p, terms reduce to the usual re-
sult for the polarization from the two-photon
ground state to the intermediate states. The p„
terms reduce to the usual Kerr-type nonlinear po-
larization, '""and the p», terms give the non-
linear mixing that one calculates from time-de-
pendent perturbation theory. ' ""pp&8, ig t~~ms
of the vector modef, the condition described by
time-dejendent Perturbation theory corresPonds
to r adiabatically follotving y in the smafl angle-
limit,

The above situation allows for a very natural ex-
tension of the AF results to large angles as well.
This case corresponds to the high-intensity situa-
tion very close to the two-photon resonance. Pre-
viously, this situation has been poorly understood,
because here the ordinary perturbation approach
is invalid. The AF solution gives a very simple
result for these conditions; the power-dependent
nonlinear susceptibilities are equal to the usual
power-independent susceptibilities multiplied by
the power factor ~5/y~. Thus, one can now calcu-
late precisely the nonlinear mixing obtained for
resonantly enhanced conditions with high input in-
tensities.

The AF results also give out-of-phase compo-
nents of polarization owing to the time dependence
of the input intensities or frequencies. These com-
ponents control the energy exchange between the
atoms and the propagating waves and are responsi-
ble for the nonlinear pulse velocity derived in Sec.
III C. There it is shown that, similar to one-pho-
ton resonances, two-photon near-resonant propa-
gation can in general be described by the coupled
amplitude and phase equations. An analytic rela-
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tionship between the pulse reshaping and the self-
phase modulation is derived showing the strong
coupling between the two effects. For short pro-
pagation distances where pulse reshaping is negli-
gible, the self-phase modulation is shown to be
equal to the conventional low-intensity result multi-
plied by the factor i 5/y P. Since the power factor

i 5/y i
can be larger than unity, the resultant phase

modulation can be substantially larger than that
calculated from the low-intensity formula.

To illustrate this two-photon propagation pro-
cess, the coupled phase and amplitude equations
are solved numerically for a realistic case. Strong
pulse reshaping and self-phase modulation are in-
deed obtained as expected, and the results are dis-
cussed.

Finally, we discuss the often-neglected question
of lasing from the two-photon excited state to the
lower-energy intermediate state. It is shown that
this can be a serious problem in two-photon pulse-
propagation experiments. However, there are two
effects which together seem to dramatically re-
duce the effective gain and in some cases eliminate
the problem. These coupled effects of the optical
Stark shift, together with the group velocity mis-
match, need further study before conclusive state-
ments on this question can be made.

with
e = v+ 8$/Bt

and

(A2d)

~ln~n2 (A3)

The expressions for the polarization are

p, (i) =-,'[)(,(1+x,) + X,(1 —r, )]8 cosc,

p «(t) = Re2 h (((r, - ir, )Se '~,
(A4a)

(A4b)

p„,(t) =Re(r, -ir, ) Q '"~"' +
2A Q2~ +(d Q„2 —340

X g
—'( +8) (A4c)

P (t) =-,' Re)((" (&u}8e ' 1+——h'—

(A5b)

P (t) = —,Rex(3)(3~}Se " 1+——h(3) -se
III

Using the AF solutions for the components of r, we
can rewrite Eq. (A4) as"

p, (t) = 2[)(,(l i cos 8) +)(,(1 i cos 8)j ((l cos4, (A5a)

We would like to acknowledge J.A. Armstrong's
suggestion to extend the theory to circularly po-
larized light, and J.J. Wynne's careful reading
of the manuscript and his numerous helpful com-
ments.

APPENDIX A: SINGLE-FREQUENCY CASE FOR
LINEARLY POLARIZED LIGHT

where

~ P;n P.;2Q.i~ a(n„',.

(8)(~) ~ Pgn f

nlrb

lmPm2
hs ~ 5(0 2

—&u)(Q„~ —~)'

(A5c)

(A6a)

(A6b)

E =xS cos4, (Ala)

Here we treat the case where the second har-
monic of the input field is near resonant to Q».
Let the input field be

and

(3)(3+) 1 ~ .) Rni nlrb 1m' m2 1
+~ .= —'.". .(. -) .-". -)

(A6c)

with

C =et+ / —kz (Alb)

For small angles, i.e., & —6 «1, and 8 and 4
constant, the expression for P(t) can be reduced to

y

y2=0,

y3
= Ai2 —2&a' +(4E|—EE~)/h,

(A2a)

(A2b}

(A2c)

2(0 —Q» .
Most of the expressions in Sec. II apply if we make
the following changes: g, -g, 8, -0, ~, —~, and

Some, however, do not follow this rule;
see, for example, the expression for ~. For com-
pleteness we will display the pertinent equations:

P, (t) = X,8cosc,

P»(t) =-,'X(3)(co)h'coso,

P„,(t) =-,' Re)(~)(3(u)$'e "o,

(A7a}

(A7b)

(A7c)

which is identical to the results obtained using per-
turbation theory ' ' and diagrammatic techniques. '6

Note that the power factor i&/yi, at exact reso-
nance (y, =O), reduces to i5/(1(8')i. Thus, at ex-
act resonance both P» and P»& have a linear de-
pendence on 8, in contrast to the 8' dependence
obtained from perturbation theory. Therefore, our
on-resonance results have the same power depen-
dence as that predicted by Chang. "
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APPENDIX 8: CIRCULARLY POLARIZED LIGHT

1. Two-frequency case

Here we treat the case of circularly polarized
light under the conditions where the mixing term

P,«will be absent. Let the input field be given by

+/ (83a}~al l3 "

X,' =SO + ~„ (83b)

X,' = O'A~+ ~~. (83c)

The optical Stark shifts of states
~ 1) ' and [2) ' are

given by

with

+E (81a)

and

«g = —2 [Xg(~g) ~g + Xg(&2) ~g] (84a)

E, = h, (x cos4, + y sinC, ) (81b) «.= —l [x.(~,)hl+ x.(~,)&2]. (84b)

En = 82 (x cos4 n
+ y sing) 2}. (81c)

Because we are considering only o transitions un-
der the conditions that no frequency mixing occurs,
the matrix elements of the electric dipole moment
between the intermediate states ~n) and the states
11& and l2) are given by

p.,=P., ( +~i y)/~2 (82a}

p ~„=P„(x+ iy )/v 2 (82b)

The relevant matrix elements of the effective Ham-
iltonian in the primed reference frame are given by

The symbols X,(v, ) and X~((d,) represent the linear
electric susceptibility for circularly polarized
light of angular frequency ~, of a single atom in
state (1) or (2}, respectively:

PlnPnl
Xl( 1) Q g(Q )t

(~) Q PnnPn
k(Q„~ - ((),)

'

(85a)

(85b)

For circularly polarized light the off-diagonal ma-
trix element X,', has terms oscillating at the fre-
quencies 2&„2w~, and u, +~2 only; thus, for cir-
cularly polarized light, the counter-rotating-wave
approximation is not required. The off-diagonal
matrix element is given completely by

4e "' "~ (Q„,+&d,)(Q„g- (d„) (Q„,+~ }(Q 4f )

+S Se-'~" "~ — +
1 1

(n„, +td, )(n„, —~,) (n„, +~,)(n„,—~,))
~

~ (85)

with

y, = —~$,8„
y, =O,

y, =Q,I- ((d', ++~) +(«, —«~)/I,

(87a)

(87b)

(87c)

(L),
' = (d, + 8$,/Bt,

un= u&n+ 8$~/Bt,

(87d)

(87e)

g PxnPn() Q
+

Q
~ (BS)

0„3—we

Because we are considering the situation ~, +~,
=Q», only the term involving e '

& ~ in Eq. (86)
need be retained. We will now display only the es-
sential results. For the vector model,

equal to

p, (t) =-'[X,(~,)(1+r.) +X.(~,)(1 -«,)] E,

+—,
'

[X,((d, ) (1 +r,) + X,(~,) (1 r,)]E,-, (810a)

p„(t) = Re,'k(((r, -ir, )(x+ t-y)(8,e '~2+k, e 'e&),

(810b)

pz«(t) =0. (810c)

Using the AF solutions for the components of r,
we can rewrite Eqs. (810) as"

p (t) = 2 [X&(((),)(1 icos 8) + Xn(v, ) (1 a cos 8)] E,
+-,'[X,(&(),)(1 v cos8) +X,(&u,)(1a cos e)] E„

(81la)

The polarization p(t) for a single atom has the form p,(t) = 2 ReX(n)(x+iy)(S, e ' I+S~e '@&)

P(t}= p (t) +p„(t) +p„,(t) . (89)

The individual components of the polarization are
x 1+ ——g, g, — (811b)
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where

(3} 1 ~ P2n~nl~lm~m2 1 1
p (t) =-'ReX"'(~)(x+iy)« " 1+——

(818b)

1 1

n2 1 n2 2
(812)

(813a)

(813b)

In the limit where m —6}«1 and 8„8„4„a,nd

4, are constant, Eqs. (811) can be reduced to the
simple form

p,(t) = x, (~,)E, + x, (~,)E. ,

p„(t) =-'x"'(~lE, ",E.).

where

(3)( ) ~ 2 n ~nlPlm Pm2P ~ 5(Q, —~) (Q„,—~)
' (819)

In the limit where & - 0 «1 and 8 and 4 are con-
stant Eqs. (818) can be reduced to the simple form

p,(t) = x.E (820a)

and

2. Single-f~equency case p„(t) = lx'"(~)&'E. (820b)

Here we treat the case where the second har-
monic of the input field is near resonant to Qya.
Let the input field be

E = S(xcosc + ysin4),

with

(814a)

and

(814b)

2M —~u. (814c}

y, =- ~S', (815a)

Most of the expressions in Appendix 81 apply if
we make the following changes: 8,- 8, 8,-0,
(d, -co, a,nd u, -&. However, for completeness
we will display the pertinent equations. For the
vector model,

APPENDIX C TWO-PHOTON RESONANTLY ENHANCED

FREQUENCY UP-CONVERSION

Two-photon resonantly enhanced nonlinear mix-
ing in atomic vapors has recently been demon-
strated. "'" The method of Hodgson, Sorokin,
and Wynne" utilizes one laser source tuned to be
resonant with a two-photon transition, i.e., 2~,
=0». A second source at the frequency ~, then
interacts with the atoms to produce output at 2~y
+ (d2. It is convenient to use circularly polarized
light in these mixing schemes, since third-ha, r-
monic generation at 3(d, or 3~, is then forbidden.
The desired mixing frequency, 2~, +~„will still
be generated provided the sense of circular polar-
ization of the two beams at &, and co, are opposite
to each other. %e therefore choose the input field
to be

y, =0,

y, =Q,2
—2&v'+(AE, —AE,)/8

with

u&' = v + BP/ Bt

(815b)

(815c)

(815d)

with

E, = 8, (x cosc, + y sin@,)

and

E, = h2(x cosh, —y sin@,) .

(Cl a)

(Clc)

(816)

and the optical Stark shifts for states i 1) ' and
i2)' are given by Eqs. (84) with $, =0.

The expressions for the polarization are

p,(t) =-'[X,(1+r.)+X.(1 —r&)] @,
p„(t)=RekK(r, ir, )(x+iy)-8e '

p, »(t) =0.

(817a)

(817b)

(817c)

p (t) = ~2 I X&(l + cos 8) + X2(1 a cos 6)] E, (818a)

Using the AF solutions for the components of r,
we can rewrite Eqs. (817) ass'

The electric dipole matrix elements are taken to
be the same as in Appendix B.

Because 2&, =0», the response of the two-photon
transition is primarily determined by only the ra-
diation at ~,. Hence, the appropriate vector model
for these processes is the single-frequency model
for circularly polarized light given in Appendix

B2, except for the Stark shifts 4E, and AE„which
are given by Eqs. (84} with ~, replaced by -cu, .
The expressions for the y vector are given in Eqs.
(815). The up-converted frequency appears when

we make the transformations in Eq. (50) from the
double-primed representation to the laboratory
frame with the appropriate transformation opera-
tors U and B derived for circularly polarized light.
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In terms of the vector model components ry and

r„ the polarization p„,(i) for a single atom is found
to be

(i) Re ~ i 2npnl g e i(24~+ o2+8)
Prz~ ~ 2@

n

1 1

0„,+e, D„—(2+, +e,))

where

X (2~&+&2)

~ ~2npnl plmpm2 1
+

(C4)

x (x + iy)(r, —ir, ) . (C2)

Explicit expressions can be obtained for this po-
larization by solving the equations of motion for
x, and r, . Using the AF solutions for the compo-
nents of r given by Eqs. (58)-(61), we obtain

(i) =-' Re X(3'(2(u +(u ) (x + iy) h,e '»a' o2&

(C3)

6 =Q,2
—2', . (C5)

pm=2 ReX'(2&@, +&em)(x+ iy)g,'g,e '

(C6)

Again in the limit where r —8«1 and $„$„
4 „and O, are constant, Eq. (C3) can be reduced
to the simple form of Ref. 12,
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photon ground state ~2) to the intermediate state ~n).
The main reshaping effect neglected by Eqs. (81) is

the self-phase modulation caused by the nonlinear di-
electric constant e P of the single-photon transition
(Ref. 8). This type of problem is similar to that of
including the nonlinearity of the host material in the
reshaping problem. Including this effects adds the
quantity -2(cu/c) eP (8/8t)82 to the right-hand side of
Eq. (8lh), where (Ref. 8) eP)=-4mNP24+K3(Q„2 —~)~.
Equation (81a) remains the same. Recalculating the
pulse reshaping for this situation gives results similar
to Fig. 5, except the required propagation distance is
now 40 cm.
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